Study on the stability of adrenaline and on the determination of its acidity constants.
In this work, the results are presented concerning the influence of time on the spectral behaviour of adrenaline (C(9)H(13)NO(3)) (AD) and of the determination of its acidity constants by means of spectrophotometry titrations and point-by-point analysis, using for the latter freshly prepared samples for each analysis at every single pH. As the catecholamines are sensitive to light, all samples were protected against it during the course of the experiments. Each method rendered four acidity constants corresponding each to the four acid protons belonging to the functional groups present in the molecule; for the point-by-point analysis the values found were: log beta(1) = 38.25 +/- 0.21, log beta(2) = 29.65 +/- 0.17, log beta (3) = 21.01 +/- 0.14, log beta(4) = 11.34 +/- 0.071.